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Increasing competition in the credit card industry has
pushed the Visa card issuing banks to adopt more
marketing-oriented strategies. This report is a comprehensive
marketing plan which the writers believe will ensure future
success of East Asia Bank Card Centre (EABCC) in the marketplace.
Opportunities that exist for.EABCC..are identified with
detailed analysis of the profile reports. To pursue these
opportunities, extensive modifications of the product to make it
more customer-oriented are deemed to be necessary. Out of the
three target markets identified, the non-cardholder group
possesses the greatest potential for penetration and is thus
chosen to be the primary target market.. The secondary and the
tertiary target markets are the American Express and/or Diners
Club group and the existing BA cardholder. group respectively.
Three unique approaches are used to appeal. to these three groups
of potential customers. The improvements in the product itself
and the promotional efforts are to work nicely with each other
under the campaign to produce the maximum effects.
The writers feel that the student cardholders possess
characteristics that are quite different from the other target
groups. Therefore, this particular group of potential customers
are analysed as a separate piece with tactics specially designed
for them.
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Breakdown of a beautiful marketing plan at execution is
very frequent, though disastrous for the company concerned.
Thus, to ensure smooth and successful implementation of the
proposal, a feedback mechanism to monitor the progress of the
campaign is also recommended.
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Use of credit cards has become more and more popular in
Hong Kong during recent years. Several reasons may account for
this trend. The first and the foremost of all is the change in
attitude among the Chinese. population. During the early days
when the credit card concept was introduced into Hong Kong,
people perceived it as a temptation to purchase with future
money. However, as the society changes over time, the issues of
convenience and earnings from credit cards begin to take over
in the minds of the individuals. On the other hand, owing to the
credit card companies' aggressive development in the retail
network, local people have already adopted charging purchases to
credit cards as a usual method of payment.
The prosperity of the credit card industry has made it
a very profitable business opportunity. This can be clearly
revealed by the entrance of various banks into the Visa card
operation. They all try to compete with each other on basically
the same product package and price. A few have tried hard to
differentiate themselves from the rest by targeting at different
market segments or by creating distinct images for their
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particular Visa. None of them seems to have taken the
appropriate approach thus far to achieve the desired objective.
East Asia Bank Card Centre (EABCC), which is the first
Visa card centre in Hong Kong, has been seriously threatened by
the continuous entrance of,new competitors into the market. over
the two years' period from February 1984 to December 1985, its
market share on the cardholder side has dropped from 39.6% to
28.5% (Table 1).
1.2 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research report is to carefully
analyse the current situation and the business environment of the
Card Centre, to explore why EABCC has lost so much market share
during the past years and to develop a unique marketing plan for
the company such that its Visa card can stand out from the
crowd. It is believed that future success of the company will
depend a lot on its ability to build up this distinction from the
rest. Therefore, the name A Survival Kit for a Credit Card
Package is given to this report.
1.3 Scope of the Study
The Card Centre offers a range of card products. These
include local Visa, Classic international Visa, Premier Visa,
student Visa and the newly introduced in-house Sogo card. Owing
to limited time and resources, the report will focus on the




Visa Bank 1/84 2/84 3/84 4/84 5/84 6/84 7/84 8/84- 9/84 10/84 11/84 12/84
Banque Nationale de Paris N/A 2.49 2.92 2.95 3.32 3.26 3.06 2.69 2.88 3.04 3.14 3.11
East Asia Bank Card CentrE N/A 39.61 35.80 33.18 33.83 32.94 32.25 31.18 30.85 30.49 31.92 29.61
Hang Seng Bank N/A 13.80 15.10 15.65 15.59 15.84 15.75 16.26 16.36 15.85 15.51 15.64
Hong Kong Bank N/A 33.70 34.30 35.74 34.35 34.93 35.73 35.86 35.21 35.56 35.17 37.13
Overseas Trust Bank N/A 1.05 1.52 1.86 1.54 1.53 1.54 1.65 1.61 1.54 1.41 1.34
Shanghai Commercial Bank N/A 1.03 1.18 1.17 1.13 1.26 1.20 1.23 1.33 1.19 1.21 1.24





Banque Nationale de Paris
Chase Manhattan Bank






Sun Hung Kai Bank
Source: East Asia Bank Card Centre.
1/85 2/85 3/85 4/85 5/85 6/85 7/85 8/85 9/85 10/85 11/85 12/85
3.02 2.77 2.91 2.99 2.93 2.92 3.03 2.91 2.83 3.14 3.01 2.89
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.55 3.35 4.67 4.33 4.81
31.63 30.58 31.72 31.66 31.98 31.27 31.70 30.43 27.82 28.57 27.62 28.46
15.52 16.39 15.06 14.91 15.13 15.54 15.17 16.25 16.59 15.67 15.43 15.17
34.69 34.52 34.33 33.32 33.32 33.23 33.11 32.38 32.67 31.07 32.09 32.06
1.39 1.42 1.52 1.76 1.62 1.19 1.17 1.12 0.93 0.82 0.94 0.89
1.14 1.19 1.40 1.37 1.34 1.38 1.34 1.52 1.29 1.25 1.63 1.30
8.61 8.98 8.74 9.79 9.65 10.32 10.59 10.28 11.22 11.35 11.70 11.48
4.01 4.15 4.32 4.20 4.03 4.16 3.56 3.30 3.48 3.24 2.93
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order to facilitate an in-depth study. On the other hand, the
credit card business is composed of two sides, namely the
merchants and the cardholders. Emphasis of the study is placed
on the cardholder business.
1.4 Limitations
There are a couple of limitations in this research
study. Firstly, since the report is prepared as a proposal for
EABCC, it would be infeasible to conduct in-depth interviews with
the other credit card companies and later on to release this
information collected to EABCC. Information about competitors is
generally obtained from secondary data source including
promotional pamphlets, publications and so on. Data extracted
from these channels may not be entirely representative of the
current situation in the credit card industry. Moreover, a great
percentage of the information used in the report is provided by
the Card Centre and thus the readers should be aware of any
biases this may induce.
1.5 Overview
Developing a unique marketing plan for EABCC is no easy
task. Chapter II will give a detailed explanation of how the
entire research will be conducted. The sources of information
and the framework for both the analysis and the later formulation
of marketing plan will also be indicated.
Chapter III will provide a detailed analysis of the
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market situation, product/company structure, competitors and
customers of EABCC.. This chapter will summarize all the relevant
internal and external factors EABCC is currently facing.
Following the analysis, the entire market for credit
cards will be segmented into more homogenous groups in Chapter
IV. Such segmentation will provide direction for future resource
allocation. Chapter V will point out all the opportunities that
exist in the market which EABCC may pursue. Many of the
opportunities will be identified based on the results of the
analyses done in Chapter III and IV. With limited resources,
EABCC will not be able to go after all opportunities at a time.
Chapter VI will pick out three target markets which the writers
believe to possess the greatest potential for penetration.
Chapter VII will actually begin the marketing plan
formulation by setting the marketing objectives. Each objective
will be set with justifications. The entire marketing plan with
emphasis on product modifications and promotion will be covered
in Chapter VIII. Since the writers believe that same credit card
features will appeal to three target markets differently, three
unique promotional plans will be developed to tackle various
market segments with the most effective messages and tools. To
ensure smooth implementation of the marketing campaign, a
feedback control mechanism to monitor the progress will be
recommended in Chapter IX.
Chapter X will summarize the research findings and




A literature survey is done for grasping the basic
concepts of credit card.operation and the current development of
the credit card industry both in Hong Kong and overseas. Besides
relevant journal papers and books in the library, studies and
reports kept by EABCC are sought as well. Since this project is
marketing-oriented, books on marketing strategies and planning
are taken as references.
2.2 Background Analysis
A thorough analysis of the background information is
needed before segmenting the market. Profile reports will be
constructed under five headings namely, the market,
product/company, competitor, customer and the student cardholder.
Market Profile
The market profile will be developed in terms of supply
and demand. On the supply side, a general survey of current
credit cards in the market is conducted with the characteristics
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of each card identified. The source of information is derived
mainly from advertising pamphlets of the credit card companies,
newspapers and magazines. On the demand side, economic
performance, income growth, structure and growth of the Hong Kong
population are analysed using published statistics by the Hong
Kong Government.
Product/Company Profil
For the product/company profile, the history,
structure, strengths. and weaknesses of EABCC are examined with
special emphasis on marketing functions. Information concerning
marketing objectives, strategies, advertising channnels and so on
are obtained from EABCC.through tight cooperation.
Customer Profile
Characteristics of existing customers of EABCC are
analysed. The Cardholder Survey. conducted by EABCC in the summer
of 1985 forms the basis of the analysis (Appendix 1-3).
Supplementary data are also sought for the purpose.of validation.
Competitor Profile
Since the whole project is based on the Card Centre, it
is not feasible to arrange interviews with the competing credit
card companies. However, a lot of information about their
packages can be obtained from the files kept by EABCC. These
files contain newspaper cuttings, pamphlets and advertisements of
the competitors. Past studies done by EABCC or outside
consultants also provide valuable information.
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Student Cardholder Profile
The student cardholders are analysed under a separate
profile because of their distinct charateristics. A review on
the Student Card Program was done in April, 1985 by EABCC. This
review offers the required information for the analysis.
2.3 Marketing Plan Formulation
After constructing the five profiles,-the market will
be segmented accordingly. Characteristic needs of each market
segment are noted. Moreover, from the profile analysis, a number
of opportunities to cater for the needs are identified.
Finally, based upon the opportunities, marketing
objectives will be formulated to cope with different market
segments. For the classic card, marketing campaign with the
right mix will be developed. For the student card, owing to its





This is the background analysis of several dimensions
namely, the market, product/company, competitor and customer.
The student cardholder profile is separated from the customer
profile because of its distinct characteristics.
3.1 The Market Profile
On the supply side, there are now over ten credit card
companies in Hong Kong issuing more than thirty different credit
cards (Table 2). Competition is extremely fierce among the card
companies. In spite of this, there was a new comer last year-
Chase Manhattan Bank.. Moreover, Nanyang Commercial Bank has just
started issuing MasterCard, both classic and gold, in addition to
its original Federal Card. In order to find out whether there is
enough business for the credit card companies, the demand side of
the market is examined below.
The economic performance of Hong Kong in the past ten
years or so was remarkable. The average nominal annual growth
rate in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from 1974 to 1984 was 18.6%
whereas the real growth rate was 8.3% (Table 3). After signing
the Sino-British agreement on the political future of Hong Kong,
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TABLE 2
CREDIT CARD COMPANIES AND CARDS ISSUED
Credit Card Company Credit Cards Issued
Banque Nationale de Paris Classic Premier Visa
Chase Manhattan Bank Classic Premier Visa
East Aisa Bank Card Centre Local, Student, Classic Premier Visa
Hang Seng Bank Fortune Card, Classic Premier Visa
Honq Konq Bank Classic MasterCard, Classic Premier
Visa
Overseas Trust Bank Classic Visa, OTB Card, OTB Gold Card,
OTB-JCB Card OTB-JCB Gold Card
Shanghai- Commercial Bank, Classic Visa, Classic Gold MasterCard
Standard Chartered Bank Classic Premier Visa
Sun Hung Kai Bank Classic_ Premier Visa
American Express Classic Gold Card
Diners Club Diners Club
JCG CardJapanese Credit Guarantee
Nanvana Commercial Bank Federal Card, Classic Gold MasterCard
Source: Credit Card. Choice, February 1986.
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TABLE 3
TOTAL EXPENDITURE'ON THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983* 1984#
At current market prices
(HK$ million) 44,578 46,464 59,339 68,695 81,163 107,047 137,209 165,346 186,868 207,948 248,984
Increase on previous
year(%) 32.5 33.9 43.2 50.2 59.2 78.0 100.0 120.5 136.2 151.6 181.5
At constant (1980) market
prices (HK$ million) 76,608 76,761 89,887 101,124 110,725 123,642 137,209 150,139 154,540 162,496 17P.n71
Increase on previous
year (a) 2.2 0.2 17.1 12.5 9.5 11.7 11.0 9.4 2.9 5.1 9.6
Provisional estimate
Preliminary estimate
Source: Estimate of Gross Domestic Products 1966-1984, Census and Statistics Department, 1985.
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investors' confidence should be strengthened. Hence, economic
prosperity in the next ten years is expected to be maintained.
On a micro level, the median household income rose by
33% in 1971-1976 and by 29% in 1976-1981 after discounting the
increases in consumer prices. The resultant annual growth rates
were 5.4% and 7.4% for the respective periods (Table 4).
While population structure is concerned, the age group
of 25-54, in which most active credit card users should fall in,
increases gradually from 42.4% of the whole population in 1986 to
46.7% in 1996 on a projected basis (Table 5).
All of the above factors are beneficial to the credit
card industry. The next step is to look at the market size. If
we take HK$3,500 as the minimum monthly income for an individual
to become qualified for a credit card, the total market size was
about 700,000 in 1985. However, if the entrance level is lowered
to HK$3,000, the size would drastically increase to over 1
million (Table 6).
3.2 The Product/Company Profile
Bank of America officially founded its credit card
system in California in 1966. This credit card division expanded
into the Hong Kong market in 1976. At that time, Bank of America
was monopolizing the visa operation in Hong Kong. This situation
lasted until the franchising of the Visa system into the Visa
International. Since then, any bank may become a member of Visa
International providing the Visa card service.
• For the Visa card operation in Hong Kong, Bank of
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS BY MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME
At Current PricesMonthly Household At 1981 Prices
1971 1976 1981 1971 1976 1981Income (HK$)
% % % %
'13.3Under 1,000 70.3 29.1 9.5 20.4 9.5
1,000-1,999 21.5 40.5 19.0 43.4 32.6 19.0
2,000-2,999 16.2 22.3 19.1 23.7 22.3
3,000-4,999 26.2 10.3 18.0 26.2
5,000-6,999 8.2 14.2 11.2 2.9 6.5 11.2
7,000-9,999 6.4 2.1 3.0 6.4
10,000 and over 5.4 1.8 2.9 5.4
Median Income 708 1, 425 2,955 1,600 2,132 2,955
Source: Hong Kong 1981 Census Main Report Volume 1: Analysis




DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTED POPULATION* BY AGE
1986 1991 1996
Age Group No. No. No.
0-14 1,343,000 23.6 1,455,500 23.3 1,516,200 22.6
15-24 1,019,300 17.9 891,200 14.3 899,100 13.4
25-34 1,161,000 20.4 1,264,500 20.3 1,119,600 16.7
35-44 712,700 12.5 1,016,000 16.3 1,256,200 18.7
45-54 539,400 9.5 553,500 8.9 756,500 11.3
55-64 470,500 8.3 515,000 8.2 521,900 7.7
65 and over 441,700 7.8 539,500 8.7 642,900 9.6
Note: These projections assume a net inward migration of 44,000 per year.
* Mid-year population.
Source: Hong Kong 1981 Census Main Report Volume 1: Analysis,
Census and Statistics Department.
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TABLE 6
EMPLOYED PERSONS BY MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS
Monthly Employment Jul-SeD 1985
Earnings (HK$) No. ('000)
Under 500 82.3 3.2
500 999 72.6 2.9
1,000 1,499 161.8 6.4
1,500 1,999 400.4 15.8
2,000 2,499 462.7 18.2
2,500 2,999 351.3 13.8
3,000 3,499 310.8 12.2
3,500 3,999 163.9 6.4
4,000 4,499 138.5 5.4




132.6 5.28, 000 ana over
2,542.0 100.0Total
Source: General. Household Survey July to September 1985, Quarterly
Report, Census and Statistics Department.
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America and the local Bank of East Asia have formed a joint
venture- East Asia Bank Card Centre. The entire operation is
basically conducted by Bank of America while Bank of East Asia
assists in enlarging the cardholder base and the merchant base
for commission in return. The Card Centre is organized into
three divisions. The Credit Division is responsible for the
cardholder service which includes cardholder solicitation, credit
processing, responding to cardholders' request and so on. The
Sales Division deals with all daily affairs of the merchant
accounts. It is accountable-for activities such as maintaining
good relationships with the existing merchants, satisfying the
needs of the merchants to the best possible extent and, most
importantly, increasing the merchant base by approaching newly
established companies as.-well as existing merchants of the other
Visa banks. The Marketing Department, which takes care of the
development and promotion of all service packages, is operating
under the two divisions mentioned above. Finally, the Operation
Division performs the accounting function, personnel management,
data capture and so on.
In face of the competition, EABCC has diversified its
services offered. In 1976, Bank of America credit card section
entered into the Hong Kong market with the Classic international
Visa and the local Visa. Even today, Bank of America is still
the only Visa bank offering the local card which is targeted at
the lower end of the market. Perceiving college students as a
group of potential target customers, the Card Centre introduced
the Student Visa card to the two universities and the Baptist
College in November, 1983. Student Visa again is a unique
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product of the Card Centre not being offered by any other Visa
banks. At the beginning of 1985, the Premier visa card was
finally put forward on the market after a few other Visa banks
(e.g. Hong Kong Bank) have launched similar packages already.
Before the other Visa banks came into the market, the
Card. Centre has the entire Visa business in Hong Kong. However,
the percentages have dropped significantly over the recent
years. In order to analyse the situation, it would be best to
firstly identify the strengths and weaknesses of the company as
well as the product itself.
Bank of America was the first financial institution to
bring Visa cards into Hong Kong. The Card Centre now has nearly
eleven years' history of operation. It is well-experienced in
the operation procedures such as handling credit card frauds.
This experience has .helped the cardholders, both the existing
ones and the potential ones, to build up their confidence in the
Card Centre. Moreover, since EABCC is-the oldest in Hong Kong,
it has captured a large credit-worthy cardholder base in which
many have now become millionares who are automatically qualified
for the Premier cards. This gives the Card Centre a comparative
advantage in promoting its Premier card package.
Bank of America has been known for years to the Hong
Kong population as a well-established international bank. The
fact that EABCC is backed up by such a large organization is most
appealing to the potential card users who always look for a sense
of security. The Card Centre also recognized that it would be
hard, especially during the early stage, for a foreign bank to
expand its customer base with only its own efforts. This
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difficulty was then solved in part by the affiliation between the
Bank of America and the Bank of. East Asia in the card operation.
Through established business relationships, Bank of East Asia has
thus far been doing a good job in terms of introducing good
potential cardholders and merchants to the Card Centre. This
joint-venture was certainly a smart move.
With respect to operation, the company has very-rigid
operation procedures that make good controls possible. In fact,
the Card Centre has always been proud of its small loss from
incidences such as fraudulent cases. However, such tight
controls can at times become a weakness for the Card Centre.
Apart from the above mentioned superiority that the
Card Centre has over its. competitors, there are also other
factors that cause the recent decline in its business
performance. Since the operation system itself is very
well-structured, every card application, cardholder request, etc.
has to go through a great number of procedures before it is
completed. Often, many good potential cardholders get so
impatient with the time it takes for card solicitation that they
cancel their applications and turn to the competitors. The Card
Centre is also very stringent in authorizing credit limits to its
cardholders. Usually the same cardholder can get a much more
impressive credit limit from another Visa bank. The worst of all
is that the Card Centre is even unable to upgrade generously the
credit limits for the existing cardholders with good credit
history in an efficient manner. As revealed by the Cardholder
Survey conducted in July 1985, many cardholders were having
bottom credit limit for their classic cards while they were
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actually qualified for Premier cards. This operational
inefficiency can partly account for the recent severe cardholder
erosion problem faced by the Card Centre. Management justifies
their stingy credit policy by minimum exposure to loss from
uncollectibles.
The ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) facility offered by
other Visa banks is one product feature not being available for
BA Visa. The Visa card operation is not linked to the Bank of
America ATM network. Another factor that exacerbates the
situation is the fact that Bank of America has only three ATMs in
use throughout Hong Kong. For those who do not want to pay their
bills with cheques or autopay arrangements, the few number of
branches of the Bank of America also poses a payment
inconvenience. However, with the affiliation with the Bank of
East Asia, which has more than forty branches, the Card Centre
manages to solve this problem to a great extent.
Many potential customers have been misled by the BA
Visa card design that they think it is a Visa card issued by the
Bank of East Asia. All of a sudden then the card itself fails to
project an image that it is one backed up by one of the largest
international financial institutions. Some cardholders in fact
complained that their Visa cards have been rejected at several
occasions during their trip to Europe. Some of the small
European merchants have mistaken the concept that East Asia
BankAmericard is only usable in Asia.
Another problem that the Card Centre must deal with is
the lack of a unique image for its Visa card. EABCC has done
limited promotion throughout the years. It used to position its
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card as a more prestigeous one than the other Visa cards. Now
when prestige is not so highly valued by cardholders because of
the increasing popularity of the use of credit cards, the Card
Centre has been overwhelmed with confusion about where it should
position itself.. This absence of a product image has caused a
significant percentage of existing cardholders and a huge number
of potential cardholders to hold other Visa cards instead for
minor benefits such as travel insurance, in-house magazine, etc.
In sum, the. weaknesses of the Card Centre are taking
over its strengths. Its- inability to project a well-defined
image for its card in. addition to-its inferior product features
have been responsible for the recent unsatisfactory business
performance.
3.3 The Competitor Profile
In terms of the competition, EABCC is facing two
kinds of threats, i.e. the immediate competitors and the more
remote ones. The immediate competitors refer to other Visa card
issuers whereas the more remote competitors refer to companies
such as American Express, Diners Club, Master Charge and other
credit cards with geographically restricted usage.
There are currently nine Visa banks in Hong Kong
namely Hong Kong Bdrik, Hang Seng Bank, Standard Chartered Bank,
Overseas Trust Bank, Banque Nationale de Paris, Sun Hung Kai
Bank, Shanghai Commercial Bank, Chase Manhattan Bank and Bank of
America. Out of the eight competitors, four of them pose more
severe threats to EABCC. The strengths and weaknesses of each
22
should thus be analysed thoroughly.
1. Hong Kong Bank
Strengths
a. Largest deposit taker in Hong Kong
b. An established local bank image despite of British ownership
c. Numerous number of branches spreading throughout Hong Kong
(almost'300 branches)
d. Very aggressive lately in promoting the Visa cards
e. In-house magazine
Weaknesses
a. minimum level of customer service since it used to take
customers for granted when-competition was not so keen
Recognizing. the increasing competitiveness in the
marketplace, Hong Kong Bank: has started to become much more
aggressive in promoting its Visa. This can be partly illustrated
by its continuous modifications to the product (e.g. overdraft
facility offered to the Premier cardholders). Significantly
improved availability of Visa application forms in all retail
branches is also very obvious. In March 1986, the bank even
tried to reinforce the public awareness of its card through
contributing to the Community Chest Fund. From March 1 to May
31, the bank will contribute to the Community Chest Fund 20 cents
for every transaction charged to the Visa cards. Its
aggressiveness has been rewarded with recent proved success in
the market. By the end of 1985, Hong Kong Bank has not only
caught up with Bank of America's market share in the Visa
business but has also gone beyond the competitor to become the.
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largest Visa card issuer (Table 1). Hong Kong Bank has been
targeting at the lower income market.
2. Standard Chartered Bank
Strengths
a. An established local bank image despite of British ownership
b. Better overall customer service than that of the Hong Kong
Bank
c. Extensive branch network
Weaknesses
a. Visa card issuance is generall slow and cautious
b. Only moderately aggressive in marketing
The Standard Chartered Bank has only one product
feature to distinguish itself from the competitors: the accident
insurance on purchased product to refund the purchase price of
the product in case the product is broken during delivery.
Customers are usually not interested in this product feature.
Other than this, the Standard Chartered Bank is sustaining its
Visa operation with its moderately large depositor base and
extensive ATM network. It has not been very aggressive in
marketing or in developing a unique image for its Visa. It is
currently ranked fourth in the marketplace in terms of market
share (Table 1).
3. Hang Seng Bank
Strengths
a. Very customer-oriented
b. Moderately large customer base
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c. Established local bank image
d. Extensive branch outlets
e. Extensive ATM system
Weaknesses
a. Card issuance is very slow and cautious
b. Not aggressive in marketing
Hang Seng Bank's success in retail banking is highly
dependent. of its superior customer services. With this
comparative advantage, Hang Seng Bank can be a major threat to
the EABCC. If Hang Seng Bank is. willing to put more effort in
promoting its Visa cards, it will certainly capture significantly
greater market share with its present strengths.
4. Chase Manhattan Bank
Strengths
a. Very agressive in marketing
b. Very extensive AtM network with its access to the JETCO1
Weaknesses
a. Very young in the credit card industry
b. Disoriented marketing efforts
Chase did not start issuing Visa cards until the summer
of 1985. It is rated as the most threatening competitor due to
the similarity of ..the two banks in terms of ownership,.
international reputation and customer profile. Its original idea
was to target its products at the upper income group. However,
when it comes to the implementation of the plan, it was actually
approaching to the middle/lower income group by relaxing the
pre-set income requirement a great deal. This disorientation.in
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marketing can put Chase in a very dangerous situation in the long
run when the bank fails to capture the upper end of the market
and the rest of the market has been scared away.
Other Visa banks are offering basically the same
products with similar marketing strategies. None of them can
really stand out from the crowd. The product features offered by
various Visa banks are summarized in Table 7.
The more remote competitor, Master Charge, has
relatively low popularity in Hong Kong. It is thus not
considered a significant rival of the Visa banks at this
particular point in time. American Express and Diners Club are
of different nature when compared to the Visa cards. They are
known as Charge Cards` for which the month-end balance must be
paid by a certain date and must not be carried forward. Visa
cards are different because cardholders can make use of the
revolving credit by paying-a pre-determined rate of interest on
the balance carried forward. These charge cards usually do not
have any pre-set spending. limit. Rather, the issuing bank will
authorize or decline each transaction during the authorization
process based on the credit limit set internally by the bank.
They generally have additional features such as travel insurance,
advanced hotel bookings, etc.
Debit cards which allow the holder to have 24 hours
access to the holder's account(s) are also very popular in Hong
Kong recently. However, since they are nothing more than cash
payments for transactions, they would not pose a direct threat to
EABCC.
• In sum, the Card Centre lags behind the competitors in
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TABLE 7
PRnnrTrm FFmrTRF.S nF_T.ASSTC TNTFRNATTnNAT. VTSA CARDS
Free InterestAnnualAnnual
Fee InterestFee on Revolving OtherIncome
Credit FeaturesPeriodRequirement (Principal) (Suppl.)
BNP HK$65,000 HK$120 HK$60 14 days 2%/month Cash advance up to credit





(HK$50 p.a.): max of
HK$250.
Chase Manhattan HK$50,000 HK$150 15 days 2%/month Free travel insurance of
Bank US$100,000. 50% discount






reporting loss, max. of HK$l
after reporting loss.
East Asia HK$50,000 HK$120 HK$60 15 days 2%/month Cash advance up to credit
BankAmericard
limit, 3% service charge.




PRODUCT FEATURES OF CLASSIC INTERNATIONAL VISA CARDS
Annual Annual Free Interest
Income Fee Fee Interest on Revolving Other
Requirement Period Credit(Principal) Features(Suppl.)
Hang Seng Bank HK$45,000 HK$120 HK$60 14 days 2%/month Cash advance up to credit




reporting loss, max. of HK$250
after reporting loss.
Hong Kong Bank HK$42,000 HK$120 HK$60 14 days 2%/month Cash advance up to credit
limit, service fee:




reporting loss, max. of HK$250
after reporting loss.
Overseas Trust
HK$50,000 HK$150 HK$75. 14 days 2.25%/month Cash advance up to 95% ofBank








PRODUCT FEATURES OF CLASSIC INTERNATIONAL VISA CARDS
FreeAnnualAnnual Interest
FeeFee Interest on Revolving OtherIncome
Requirement Period Credit Features(Principal) (Suppl.)
Shanghai Commercial HK$40,000 HK$120. HK$60 15 days 2%/month Cash advance up to credit




reporting loss, max. of HK$250
after reporting loss.
Standard Chartered HK$39,000 HK$120 HK$60 ,21 days 0.067%/day Cash advance up to credit
Bank limit, service fee:
HK$10 (ATM), 3%(branch).
ATM service. Free insurance
up to HK$2,000 on loss and
damage of purchased goods.
Lost card liability:
full responsibility before
reporting loss, none after
reporting loss.
Sun Hung Kai HK$40,000 HK$120 HK$60 15 days 2.5%/month Cash advance up to credit
limit, 3% or HK$30 service
fee. Max. lost card
liability: HK$200.
Source: Credit Card. Choice, February 1986.
East Asia Bank Card Centre.
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terms of product features, positioning and the willingness to
take risks. Though many of the above mentioned competitors are
unable to do well on the latter two areas, they usually get ahead
of EABCC with more advanced product features, especially the ATM
facility.
3.4 The Customer Profile
The Cardholder Survey conducted last summer, with about
1,500 responses from BA Visa cardholders, gives a detailed
picture of the characteristics of existing cardholders. A
summary of the findings-is presented below.
Demographics
Male cardholders (87%) far out-numbered the female
ones. 79% of the cardholders were married. While age was
concerned, over half of the cardholders were in the age group
between 25 and 40 (Table 1, Appendix 4).' Most of the cardholders
were well educated. Nearly half of them had finished polytechnic
or university education (Table 2, Appendix 4). The most common
occupations fell into the groups of chairman/director/
partner/proprietor and manager/executive (Table 3, Appendix 4).
Correspondingly, the cardholders occupied the upper income range
and it was remarkable that 23% of them had annual income above
HK$250,000 (Table 4, Appendix 4).
Credit Cards Held
Slightly less than one third (29%) of the cardholders
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had BA Visa only. These one-cardholders generally had lower
income 50% of them earned less than HK$100,000 per year.
Accordingly, both their credit. card expenses and credit limit
were rather low (Table 5-7,. Appendix 4). Quite a lot of the
cardholders had American Express as an additional card while one
fourth had other Visa cards.
Card Features
Respondents of. the-two samples were asked to rank four
credit card features, namely cash. advance, travel/lodging,
purchasing and food beverage/entertainment, more than one third
(43%) of them regarded the last. one as the most important. It
was followed by purchasing (38%) whereas cash advance was
generally considered to be-the least important feature (Table 8,
Appendix 4).
Factors Affecting Card Application
Convenience (94%), limited liability for lost/stolen
card (81%) as well as no pre-set credit limit (5.2%) were deemed
to be the most important factors influencing one's application
for a credit card. Credit card was no longer considered a status
symbol since 35% of the respondents treated it as an unimportant




Limited liability-for lost/stolen card 2.78
No pre-set credit limit 2.44
Free travel insurance 2.12
Access to ATM 2.06
Overdraft facility 2.00
Partial payment facility 1.95
Prestigeous image 1.85
Free in-house magazine 1.82
The value of the mean score runs from 1 (unimportant) to
3 (important).
Credit Limit
Most of the cardholdersA63%) had a credit limit below
HK$7,999 whereas only 16% had a limit over HK$15,000 (Table 9,
Appendix 4). More than half.(57%) of them regarded their credit
limit as realistic, while 43% thought that it was lower than
they could use.
Percentaqe of Card Usage
For those cardholders with more than one credit card,
about one third (37%) of them charged under 25% of their credit
card spending to BA Visa. Only a small proportion (9%) charged
over 75% (Table 10, Appendix 4).
The inactive cardholders, with card usage under 25%,
preferred to use American. Express both in Hong Kong and abroad.
They were frequent travellers and spent quite a lot on business
expenses. Their present credit limit was generally low and
insufficient for them. Thus they disliked to have a pre-set
credit limit.
The active cardholders (card usage over 75%) tended to
use BA Visa both in Hong Kong and overseas. They travelled less
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frequently' and spent less on.business expenses. Card features
like purchasing, travel/lodging and partial payment facility were
important to them. Their income was, in general, lower than that
of the inactive cardholders.
Degree of Satisfaction
Respondents were asked to rate their degree of
satisfaction towards EABCC services on a five-point scale,
ranging from Very Satisfied to Very Dissatisfied. Most of
them (62%) declared themselves satisfied, while only 8% were
dissatisfied (Table 11, Appendix 4).
Dissatisfied customers liked to use American Express
more often than Visa both locally and abroad. They used their
credit cards frequently but, as expected, the percentage of their
usage charged to BA Visa was. lower. Therefore, they were
inactive cardholders in general. They travelled and spent for
business purposes with high frequency.. Their actual credit limit
was low and insufficient and thus they would not like to have a
pre-set credit limit.
Satisfied cardholders used Visa most often, both in and
outside Hong Kong. Although they did not use credit card
frequently, the proportion charged to BA Visa was higher. They
travelled less frequently and spent less on business expenses.
Their credit limit was considered sufficient'and so did not care
about the pre-set credit limit constraint. Their age was
generally older than the dissatisfied customers.
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Suggestions
529 out of 1,529 BA Visa cardholders gave altogether
682 suggestions to improve the EABCC services. The suggestions
fell within more than thirty categories. The highest percentage
(30%) of the total number of suggestions centred on credit limit
while linkage to ATM ranked second (12%). The most significant
eight suggestions were:
of Responses
Higher credit limit 30'
Linkage with ATM 12
Free in-house magazine 6
Free travel insurance 4
Bills sent together with sales drafts 3
Lower lost/stolen card liablity 2
Longer payment due date 2
Replacing local by international card 2
Others 39
Total 100
3.5 The Student Cardholder Profile
EABCC was the pioneer in launching the Student Card
Program in November 1983. There was no income requirement placed
on the applicants. All college students of age 21 or above from
the University of Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong
and the Baptist College were eligible to apply for a local card.
The credit limit was HK$2,000 but it was raised to HK$3,000 in
December 1985. In addition., the card status was upgraded to an
international one. Altogether 439 applications were received up
to March 1985. 397 applications were approved and the approval
rate :was' 90.4%. At the same time, a thorough review of the
Student Card Program was done in April 1985 using the information
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up to March 1985. A summary of the results is shown below.
uemographics
More than half of the cardholders were within the age
group of 21-22. This may be due to fact that most students have
completed their college study by the age of 22 (Table 1, Appendix
5). The proportion of male students was much higher than that of
female students (80% vs 20%).
Applications, received from the three colleges were
quite even. There were 120.(30%).accounts from the University of
Hong Kong, 136 (34%) from the Chinese., University of Hong Kong and
141 (36%) from the. Baptist. College. The majority of cardholders
came from the Business discipline, followed by Arts and Social
Science (Table 2, Appendix 5). Owing to the age restriction,
freshmen only occupied a small proportion while the largest group
was juniors (Table 3, Appendix 5).
Cardholders' Behavior
Statements of two out of the sixteen months from
November 1983 to March 1985 were sampled to analyse the spending
characteristics and payment trends... Among the 397 accounts, only
300 data were collected. The 97 missing items were believed to
be:
1. totally inactive, or
2. inactive in the two sample months, or
3. new accounts without transactions except paying annual fees.
Majority of student cardholders were found to use the
credit cards frequently. Out of the 300 sample data collected,
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282 accounts were always active and 18 were active in only one of
the two months. About 58% of the 282 active accounts settled
payment in full. The remaining portion was consistently
revolving. 66% of the revolving cardholders spent over HK$1,000
each month while only 22% of the non-revolving cardholders did.
Only very few of the students spent over the HK$2,000
credit limit. Even if they exceeded the limit, the over-spent
amount was generally within HK$1,500. While delinquency was
concerned, an average of 4% of all the accounts had delinquent
records. There were no charge-off accounts.
Reviewing the account. activities of the sample months,
it was found that the transactions were mainly incurred in
restaurants and fashion houses. Only 4.5% of the cardholders had
cash advance activities. Amount of cash drawn was usually within
several hundred dollars.
Payment was normally effected by cheques -since students
of the three colleges can easily open a current account with the
Hong Kong Bank without the need to cite a reference.
At the end of March 1985, a total of 46 accounts out of
about 90 closed accounts had been converted into international
accounts. Since some of the-closed accounts were effected before
graduation, the number of closed accounts at graduation might be
less than 90. Consequently, the percentage of graduated students
continuing to maintain an account was very high.
Market Size
Taking the Hong Kong Polytechnic into account also, we
have the following estimate of the number of full-time tertiary
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students of 21 years of age or above:
College Absolute Frequency Relative Frequency
H.K. University 3,714 29.7%
Chinese University 2,880 23.1
Baptist College4 1,339 10.7
H.K. Polytechnic' 4,562 36.5
Total 12,495 100.0%
It should be noted that the City Polytechnic is still at
its initial stage of development and so is not included in the
above calculation. With the expansion of tertiary education, it
is expected that the market size will have a substantial rate of
growth.
Market Penetratia
Though the market size is large, the present market
penetration is very small:
Market SizeCollege Captured Accounts Market Penetratior
H.K.U. 3,714 120 3.2%
0C.U. 2,880 136 4. o
Baptist 1,339 141 10.5%
The small market penetration may be due to:
1. local card image
2. low awareness level
3. limited marketing effort.
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3.6 Summary
There are already quite a large number of credit card
companies in Hong Kong and it is expected that the number will
increase in the near future. However, in view of the favourable
factors like steady economic growth and increasing market size,
the demand force is still.. strong enough to support the market.
Being a first Visa bank in the market, EABCC is
certainly better off in terms of operating experience and
cardholders' creditworthiness. International support and
affiliation with a local bank have added strengths to EABCC. In
order to be more successful, EABCC must improve in the following
areas:
1. system for faster card snl i ci tat i nn
2. review system on credit limits of existing cardholders
3. ATM facility
4. credit limits for new and existing cardholders with fairly
good credit history.
To date, no Visa bank has been successful in
differentiating its Visa card from the rest. EABCC must project
a unique image for its card when all other Visa banks are
offering the same or even better products. American Express.and
Diners Club are charge cards. of different nature and are thus not
considered to be serious threats to EABCC.
The existing cardholders of EABCC are in the relatively
higher income group than those of the other Visa banks. They are
well educated and hold significant job positions. The inactive
cardholders are, in general, richer and use credit cards more
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frequently than the active ones. Nevertheless, their credit
limits are not sufficient for their usage and they are not
satisfied with the services provided by EABCC. As a result, they
tend to use American Express more both locally and abroad.
The predominant group of existing student cardholders
consists of male business students in their third year of study.
The card is mainly used for shopping and entertainment purposes.
Cash advance is not popular. The usual payment method is by
cheques. Less than half -of the cardholders are revolvers who
tend to spend more and have more:high balance records. Generally
speaking, problems of high balance and delinquency are not
serious. Consequently,. the program does not have any adverse
impact on the present ..loan portfolio. Loyalty of student
cardholders is indicated -by the high percentage of graduated
students continuing to maintain an account. In spite of this,
market penetration is very small.
After detailed analysis of the profiles, the market
will be segmented into homogeneous groups to provide direction




In order to facilitate the identification of
opportunities and implementation of strategies, the market should
be segmented into smaller, homogeneous piecesb. These groups are:
1. Cardholders of EABCC
EABCC has approximately 60,000 international Visa
cardholders. This group of people are generally satisfied with
the services provided by the Bank of America. However, as
revealed by the Cardholder Survey conducted recently, these
cardholders feel that EABCC has been very conservative in setting
credit limits and that the credit limits usually neither reflect
their needs nor spending capability. ATM service is also valued
to a certain extent by the cardholders. Moreover, value-added
services, namely travel insurance, in-house magazine, purchase
discount, etc. are highly desirable.
2. Cardholders of Other Visa Banks
The size of this group is estimated to be 150,000.
These people usually find the ATM service appealing. They also
feel that the credit limit set by their Visa bank is generally
below the desired figure such that a° higher credit limit is
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always preferred. Furthermore, these Visa cardholders have an
extra worry. The reason is that except for-the cardholders of
EABCC or Sun Hung Kai Bank, cardholders have to be responsible
for any transaction charged to the lost/stolen card before the
incidence is reported to the centres (see Table 7). This seems
to bother a lot of cardholders in this category.
3. Cardholders of American Express and Diners Club
The cardholder base of this category is estimated to be
250,000. These people are willing to bear the higher joining fee7
and membership fee for the- feature of worldwide acceptance.
Thus, they are more likely to be frequent travellers- either for
business or non-business purposes. On the other hand, as
mentioned in the earlier section, American Express and Diners
Club are charge cards which do not offer revolving credit.
This particular stratum of cardholders may find the concept of
revolving credit beneficial to them.
4. Non-cardholders
The approximated size- of this market segment is
extremely large (450,000). These people are well-qualified in
terms of income requirement for the international Visa card.
However, for some reasons they have not been making use of the
credit card facilities. This group of non-cardholders do not
find it convincing that the benefits. of holding a credit card
outweigh its cost. Moreover, quite a significant proportion of
this category has very limited knowledge about the basic
requirements of a Visa cardholder. Some of them believe that
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they do not need a credit card because they do not shop, travel
or entertain frequently. Furthermore, the risk of interest
payment, the danger of overspending and the idea of borrowing
with which this group associates with credit cards prevent this
huge group of potential card users from becoming Visa holders.
Each of the four market segments mentioned above are
looking for different product features. They are holding
different attitudes and are possessing different needs. The next
chapter will explore the opportunities that exist in the




From the profile. reports and market segmentation above,
opportunities in the following areas are identified. Market
share should increase if these opportunities are to be fully
exploited.
5.1 Card Image
Up to now, none of the nine Visa banks has established
a unique card image to stand out from the rest. All Visa cards
are regarded as more or less the same by the public. When a,
person thinks about applying for a credit card, the bank with
which he holds an account may come to his mind first. Hong Kong
Bank, Hang Seng Bank and Standard Chartered are more advantageous
in this respect because of their extensive retail banking base.
Then. the person may go into more details and-tries to compare the
card features like ATM facility, lost/stolen card liability and
credit limit offered by different Visa banks. EABCC is not
competitive enough in providing these services.
On the other hand, as the first Visa bank in Hong Kong
and with the international reputation of Bank of America, it is
not difficult for EABCC to establish its own distinct image. As
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a result of doing this, it is hoped that whenever one talks about
Visa cards, he would automatically think of BA Visa..
5.2 Card Features
Credit Limit
EABCC is slow in updating and very conservative in
raising the credit limit. In the Cardholder Survey, nearly half
(43%) of the cardholders thought that the credit limit was lower
than they could use. In addition, higher credit limit was the
most frequently cited suggestion for improving EABCC services.
Dissatisfaction with the credit limit leads to low card
utilization. These inactive cardholders are frequent credit card
users but they use American Express instead of BA Visa. On the
one hand, the low usage of BA Visa reduces the commission
received from merchants. On the other, these dissatisfied
cardholders have a higher tendency to turn to other Visa banks,
especially when Chase has recently advertised heavily about
offering credit limit up to three months' income. To the
potential customers, credit limit is an important factor
affecting card application. Therefore, credit limit is an urgent
problem that EABCC must tackle at once.
ATM Facility
With their combined extensive ATM network, Hong Kong
Bank and Hang Seng Bank take the lead in this area. Their Visa
cardholders effectively pay only HK$70, instead of HK$120, for
the annual fee because an ATM card is charged HK$50 annually.
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There is another advantage that a single card can be used for two
purposes- cash withdrawal and credit purchasing. Their account
holders are thus strongly motivated to apply for a Visa card from
them. Chase solves the ATM problem by joining the JETCO
system. As Bank of East Asia is also a member of the JETCO
system, its account holders.may choose Chase Visa rather than BA
Visa to take advantage of the ATM facility offered by Chase.
From the Cardholder Survey, it was found that there was little
relationship between BA Visa cardholders and Bank of America or
Bank of East Asia. If EABCC provides ATM facility, it can draw
upon Bank of East Asia's substantial customer base.
Lost/Stolen Card Liability
This is another important factor affecting card
application. Cardholders usually worry that they will be liable
to pay for the illegal use of their lost/stolen cards. For the
four major competitors of EABCC, namely Hong Kong Bank, Hang Seng
Bank, Standard Chartered and Chase, the cardholders are totally
liable for the amount illegally incurred through using their
lost/stolen cards before they report the case to their banks.
For BA Visa, maximum liability is fixed at HK$250 no matter
before or after reporting. Actually, it is the usual practice of
EABCC not to charge the HK$250. It is also interesting to note
that for the new classic gold MasterCard issued by Nanyang
Commercial Bank, the lost/stolen card liability is just a nominal
one- HK$0.5. In view of this, why does EABCC not openly
announce that there is no or just a nominal lost/stolen card




In Hong Kong, the commission rate charged to merchants
by Visa (around 2.5-4.0%) is much lower than that by American
Express or Diners Club (around 5.0-7.0%). Hence, when'a person
uses American Express or Diners Club in small shops, he may be
asked by the merchants if he has a Visa card as well. In terms
of the number of merchants in Hong Kong, Visa has 15,000 whereas
American Express or Diners Club has only 6,000. The public, in
general, are still not well aware of this popularity of Visa over
other credit cards.
As mentioned before, American Express has established
an excellent image of.worldwide acceptance and people prefer to
use American Express abroad. In fact, the number of Visa
merchants worldwide is about 4.4 million which far outnumbers
American Express' 0.5 million. But in the public's .mind,
American. Express is more popular than Visa internationally and
this misconception should be corrected.
5.4 Non-cardholders
It is very difficult to persuade other Visa cardholders
to change to BA Visa since the services provided by EABCC are not
much more superior than those of other Visa banks. It is easier
to market BA Visa to existing cardholders of American Express or
Diners Club by stressing-the popularity of visa both, in Hong Kong
and abroad. Moreover, American Express and Diners Club are
charge cards and are different in nature from the Visa cards:
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The market segment which is most vulnerable to attack
is the qualified non-cardholders. The size of this segment is
estimated to be 450,000 and is the largest among the four
segments mentioned in Chapter IV. A sample of 200 recent
applications received by EABCC in January and February, 1986
further supports the above proposition (Table 8).
If suitable messages are communicated to this market
segment to arouse their need for a credit card, not only EABCC is
benefited, but also the whole credit card industry.
5.5 Supplementary Card
If a principal- cardholder applies for a supplementary
card for his or her relative, this has the effect of increasing
the popularity of BA Visa on the one hand, and encouraging the
card expenditure on the other. Moreover, the supplementary
cardholder may apply for a principal. card in the future if he or
she is satisfied with the services provided.
However, there is no promotional program for the
supplementary cards so far. The cardholders are required to take
their own initiative if they want to have a supplementary card.
5.6 Student Cardholder
Tertiary students, relative to their fellow members of
the same age group, are more likely to become high income
earners. They are thus potential valuable customers. After a
tertiary student has graduated, he usually applies for a Visa
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TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF RECENT CARD APPLICATIONS




Visa A.E. 1 0.5
A.E. Diners 4 2.0
Visa, A.E. Diners 1 0.5
Non-cardholders 154 77.0
Tnta1 9nn 100.01
Source: East Asia Bank Card Centre
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card first. When his income permits, he may want to hold
American Express and even Diners Club. Therefore, Visa is the
first credit card that he will possess before having other cards
which require a higher annual income.
Taking this advantage and rather than waiting until
graduation, EABCC was shrewd enough to take the lead in launching
the student card. If the service. provided is satisfactory, a
subtantial proportion of student cardholders will maintain the
account after graduation. The objective of capturing the high
income market segment would then be achieved. In fact, a high
loyalty was revealed in the student card review done in April,
1985. The Student Card Program can be regarded as a kind of
long-term investment.
Though the student market is not profitable in the
usual sense because of the small monthly expense of a student,
the Program does not have any adverse effect on the loan
portfolio so far. In other words, the cost of the Program in
terms of loan loss is rather low.
On the other hand, the up-to-date market penetration is
very small due to limited marketing support. In order to absorb
more high-quality customers into the existing cardholder base, it
is of strategic value to be more aggressive in capturing this
market segment.
After the above opportunities have been identified, a
well-coordinated marketing' plan will be developed to exploit
these opportunites. But before doing this, the primary, secondary




After analysing each market segment in detail, the
non-cardholder group has been.chosen as the primary target market
for serveral reasons. As indicated by the size of this market
segment, the group is filled with inexhaustible opportunities at
least within the medium time horizon. Unlike the rest, the
credit card concept is totally new to this cluster of people.
Once the correct messages get to them, they are much easier to
capture than the other Visa cardholders. This is clearly
indicated by the fact that 154 (77%) out of the recent 200
applicants received by EABCC are non-cardholders (see Table 8).
As long as the other Visa banks continue to do a fair job, it is
unlikely that the other Visa cardholders will switch to BA Visa
in the short run before EABCC builds up an extremely outstanding
image through product improvements and extensive promotion. If
EABCC can be the first Visa bank to introduce appealing services
to this group, there is a high chance that these people will not
only apply initially for BA Visa but will also stick to it unless
some major dissatisfactions occur. Moreover, a significant
percentage of this group do not hold Visa cards because of their
lack of knowledge of the credit card features such as income
requirement and lost/stolen cagd liability. It should therefore
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not be too hard to convince this market segment that it is worth
holding a credit card. In fact, use of the ATM system is already
very common among this category so that all EABCC has to do is
just to educate them that a Visa card is a much more complete
package than an ATM card.
The second target market, then, is the group of current
American Express and/or Diners Club cardholders. As indicated in
the earlier section, this market segment is more concerned about
the issue of worldwide acceptance. BA Visa can afford to offer
such a benefit with its support from its international banking
network. Visa is a more superior product than American Express
or Diners Club in the sense that it entails an extra feature,
i.e. the revolving credit, in addition to the characteristics of
an ordinary charge card.. Furthermore, since Visa is welcome by
more local retail outlets in Hong Kong, this local acceptance may
also become so impressive to the American Express and/or Diners
Club cardholders that they would either begin to hold Visa as an
additional card or switch entirely to the Visa cards.
Finally, another market segment that would require some
degree of attention is the existing BA cardholders. Given the
recent cardholder erosion problem and the increasing
competitiveness of the market, EABCC must further improve its
services and promote its image to this group in order to prevent
any further loss of cardholders to its rivals. Thus, in the
marketing plan, certain amount of efforts will be directed
towards these people. Moreover, image of BA Visa must be revived
among the inactive cardholders. The reason is that inactive
accounts would indirectly imply smaller amount of commission
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collected from the merchants and possibly lower interest revenue
received on the revolving credit. In fact, a considerable
percentage of BA cardholders who turned to the competitors had
remained as inactive accounts for a while before the switch.
Another opportunity that exist in this market sector is the
possibility of issuing supplementary cards to the principal
cardholders' relatives. It is highly probable that the principal
cardholders will be willing to obtain supplementary cards for
their wife, children and soon if they become very much satisfied
with the services from EABCC. However, this will not occur
unless the good services are.supported by appropriate promotional
efforts.
After the identification of the target markets to which
resources of EABCC should be directed, the marketing plan will
come next. Marketing objectives to be achieved in the American
Express and/or Diners Club holder, non-cardholder and existing BA
cardholder markets will be set accordingly in the next chapter.
The appropriate market positioning for EABCC to facilitate the




From Table 1 provided by EABCC, it is clear that both
EABCC and Hong Kong Bank had cardholder erosion problem in 1985.
But the problem was more serious for EABCC than for Hong Kong
Bank. EABCC lost 3.17% market share whereas Hong Kong Bank only
lost 2.63%. The two major market share gainers were Standard
Chartered (2.87%) and Chase (4.810). It is remarkable that Chase
could capture such a share in. six months' time running from July
1985 to December 1985. Owing to. the similarity between Bank of
America and Chase, it is believed that a considerable market
share of EABCC has been lost to Chase. To tackle the cardholder
erosion problem, one of the marketing objectives is therefore to
restore the original market share.
Since non-cardholders are the primary target market,
the above objective of increasing market share is achieved mainly
by attracting non-cardholders into the existing cardholder base.
The next group is American Express and/or Diners Club holders.
As a rough guide, it is expected that new cardholders coming from
these two segments are in a four-to-one ratio.
For product positioning, two dimensions are chosen as
the criteria. The first is the. social'status of the target
customers of a Visa card company. This is mainly reflected by
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the income requirement stated in the application form. This
dimension is labeled as Card Status. The second dimension is
Image. This is the effort spent by a visa bank in establishing
a distinct image from the rest. Figure 1 shows the present
positioning of all nine Visa banks in. Hong Kong. It can be seen
that Chase is very eager to stand itself out from the rest. It
advertises heavily, especially during its card launch stage.
Hong Kong Bank is more aggressive recently in promotional
activities. It tries to establish a charitable image by donating
part of its commission revenue to the Community Chest Fund. In
order to counteract these attacks, EABCC should take a great step
forward to project a unique image to the public. The new
position is indicated in Figure 1.
As stated in Section 5.6, the student card is an
excellent means of absorbing potential high-quality customers
into the existing cardholder base. Moreover, EABCC is the sole
card issuer in the market and the Intervarsity Debate sponsored
by Bank of America has already established a firm image of the
Bank among students of the two universities. The present number
of student cardholders is only about 500 and is far from
satisfactory. It is not difficult to double the number if more
marketing effort is invested into this segment.
To summarise, the following three marketing objectives
are set for the year July 1986 to June 1987.
1. To increase the market share by 3%, with 80% of the new
cardholders coming from the non-cardholders segment and 20%
from the American Express and Diners Club holders segment





















3. To increase the number of student cardholders to 1,000.







The first action.EABCC must take is to improve BA Visa
such that it stands out as a unique product in the market.
Currently, no Visa card can really distinguish itself from the
rest in terms of product features. Many Visa banks have been
relying on technological sophistication (e.g. ATM network) to
impress their customers. However, none of-these services are
developed to cater for the cardholders' needs. These
observations have therefore led to the following strategies.
Strateaies
The cardholders themselves rather than EABCC must act
as sole determinants for the kinds of services that should be
offered. This will be the first case in which customer needs are
taken care of directly.
Customers' wants are unlimited. In this age of
advanced technology, facilities such as ATM system must be
offered though they should not be relied on as a selling point.
Despite other additional benefits (e.g. in-house magazines) may
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not be essential in capturing new or retaining existing
cardholders, they can be very attractive indeed.
Hence, the strategies are:
1. To develop BA Visa as a package of customer-oriented services
2. To attach value-added services to BA Visa such that the
product itself becomes comparable with that of the
competitors.
Tactics
Customers themselves understand their own needs better
than anyone else. Those needs will often change from time to
time. Therefore, the first step to customer satisfaction would
be to send some credit upgrade request forms to cardholders
periodically (e.g. annually before card renewal) such that the
cardholders can put down their desired credit limits
accordingly. Even if a particular.cardholder does not need an
upgrade in credit limit., he will still appreciate this kind of
concern. Since such services will create a great deal of extra
work for the credit officers, the system at EABCC must be
computerized so that this scheme can be carried out
successfully. The system should provide the credit history,
payment habit and so on of the cardholders readily whenever they
are called for in order to enhance the efficiency of the credit
officers. The computerized network will also be very useful in
handling cases such as.lost/stolen cards and transaction errors.
The feeling of importance- received by a cardholder from speedy
services offered in emergency cases seldom fails to win his
loyalty.
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For new applicants, EABCC normally authorizes the
credit limits to 10% of the individuals' annual income. This is
considered a little too conservative for new cardholders with
good job nature, steady income and satisfactory spending habit.
For this group of people, the Card Centre should not hesitate in
authorizing higher credit limit (e.g-. as much as three months'
salary) for them. Higher credit limit not only implies greater
convenience for customers but also more trust and higher
confidence in their creditworthiness. Thus, the policy should be
relaxed to a certain extent for the right people so as to make
BA Visa a more impressive product. It should be noted that the
best move would be to remove the spending limit on the Visa
card. Nevertheless, it will unlikely be adopted by the Card
Centre in the near future after EABCC's conservative management
philosophy has been taken into account.
ATM facility, which has been ranked highly by the
respondents in the Cardholder-Survey 1985 as an. important element
contributing to the choice of credit cards, should be provided by
EABCC. Though Bank of America has only a few ATMs in Hong Kong,
its relationship with Bank of East Asia will likely enable it to
join the JETCO system. This feature will be extremely attractive
to those who have account(s) with Bank of East Asia. With this
access to the JETCO, EABCC will be able to ease the cardholder
erosion problem and at the same time. attract new comers.
Joint-promotion with the merchants is not only a
meaningful activity for the merchants but also a very attractive
service to the cardholders. Discount offered by a merchant on
cardholders' purchase charged to credit will increase BA Visa's
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utilization and boom the business for the participating
merchants. Moreover, shopping guides on which names and
addresses of hotels,. restaurants, shops and specialty stores that
are offering purchase discounts are printed can also help
customers out of hustle especially during last-minute shopping.
These value-added services will enhance the awareness of BA Visa
among the existing cardholders such that they would think of BA
Visa whenever they want to make a payment on a credit card.
For lost/stolen cards, EABCC is now limiting the
cardholder's liability to a maximum of HK$250. However, in most
cases, the Card Centre.does not make any claim on the customer as
long as he has reported the lost/stolen case to the Card Centre
as soon as the loss is discovered. If this is the case, EABCC
should announce to the public a zero lost/stolen card liability.
The reason is that such provision would seem much more appealing
to the potential customers. There are not many cases in which
banks are willing to take care of customers during the latter's
time of misfortune. If Bank of America can be the innovator this
time, it will undoubtedly capture a significant proportion of the
potential market.
In order to attract the current American Express and/or
Diners Club hollers, certain aspects of BA Visa must be
modified. Travel insurance is one. Most of these cardholders
are frequent travellers and -thus they should find free travel
insurance very useful. Moreover, this additional service can be
provided at reasonable cost through some joint effort with an
insurance company. Discount on purchase of BA traveller's
cheques with BA Visa, which would likely cause BA traveller's
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cheques to become more popular, should also be offered in order
to make BA Visa a more attractive international travel card in
addition to its role of a credit card.
The above modifications made to the product itself will
create an entirely different BA Visa as a customer-oriented
package of services. Nevertheless, same product features will
not be equally appealing to different target groups.` Thus,
extensive promotional efforts must be made so that the
appropriate emphasis is placed on.various product characteristics
as the target. markets are approached. The following three
promotional plans for the three target markets will do the job
well.
8.2 Promotion
Owing to the fact that different groups have various
knowledge of credit cards and distinct needs, suitable messages
must be specially designed for the groups in order to maximize
the effectiveness of the promotional campaign. Furthermore,
cost-benefit analysis will lead to the choice of the most
adequate channel for a particular group.
Non-cardholders
Objectives
Though they are perfectly qualified to apply for a
credit card, they do not do so for various reasons. Some of them
maintain that they do not entertain, shop or travel frequently.
Some are conscious of the annual fee. Some think that using a
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credit card will cause them to overspend and pay interest. With
regard to all these, the following objectives are set:
1. To create a need for credit cards among them
2. To establish a unique image of BA Visa so that they will turn
automatically to it whenever they decide to apply for a credit
card.
Strategies
Accordingly, strateies are formulated as below:
1. To illustrate that benefits.of holding a credit card outweigh
its cost
2. To show that a credit card provides a much more complete
package of services than what an ATM card can offer
3. To emphasize the customer-oriented approach of BA Visa
Tactics
To achieve a widespread reach, mass media of TV,
newspapers and magazines are used. In addition, application
forms are placed in department stores to make up for the
relatively small branch network of Bank of America and Bank of
East Asia. In this Take One promotional method, EABCC pays
around HK$$25 to the department stores for each successful
solicitation.
In the advertisements, emphasis should be placed on
convenience and limited lost/stolen card liability because these
are the two most important factors affecting card application.
(See Section 3.4) It should also bring out that using credit
cards is a more efficient way of managing one's fund and interest
will not be incurred if full payment is settled by the due date..
Here is a suggested headline for the press advertisment
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or a slogan in the TV commercial:
Put Me in Your Pocket- I Shall Be the ONLY Personalized Credit
Card You Will Ever Need.
(Signature)
New Classic Blue
American Express and/or Diners Club Holders
Objectives
For this market segment, the cardholders only possess
American Express and/or Diners Club but no Visa cards. They are
not well aware of the worldwide acceptance of Visa cards and the
revolving credit facility. Since they generally occupy the
higher sector of the income profile, they would choose one that
is commensurate with their-status if they apply for a visa card.
Taking these factors into account, promotion objectives are
formulated through conveying the following messages to them:
1. BA Visa is accepted worldwide
2. Visa provides revolving credit facility and is not just a
travel and entertainment card
3. BA Visa is distinct from all other Visa cards and is
commensurate with their status.
Strategies
To achieve the above objectives, emphasis is placed on
the fact that BA Visa is backed by one of the world's largest
international banks and is'the first visa card in Hong Kong.
Tactics
In order to reach the target segment, advertisements
are to be placed in magazines and newspapers. From the
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Cardholder Survey done last year, the three most popular
magazines for both the BA and HKMA samples were found to be
Times, Readers Digest and Newsweek and the three most popular
newspapers were South China Morning Post, Sing Po and Oriental
Daily. This piece of information can be taken as a reference
only. Factors like advertising cost have to be considered as
well. If possible, placing advertisements in the in-house
magazines of American Express and Diners Club should be
attempted.
The following is a suggested headline for the
advertisements:
New Classic Blue, A Lot- More Than a Travel and Entertainment
Card...... Revolving Credit and Worldwide Acceptance. What Else
Do You Expect?
In addition to the-advertisements, there is follow-up
telemarketing. The salesforce will contact the potential




1. To revive/re-establish the image of BA Visa as a new and
improved package of customer-oriented services
2. To increase the number of supplementary accounts
Strategy
In order to reinforce BA Visa's image among the
existing cardholders, EABCC should make use of the new card
design. The Card Centre should tell the customers that it is not
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only the card design is new but also all the services that- it
entails.
Tactics
Promotional pamphlets that introduce all additional
value-added services (e.g. periodic credit upgrade, ATM facility,
purchase discounts) are to be produced. In addition to
mentioning all the product features, these brochures must also
include the reasons for making such improvements, i.e. to cater
for the needs of the BA cardholders. The objective of modifying
the Visa package will not be achieved until the move is proved
meaningful to the cardholders. In order to ensure these messages
get to the right people, the pamphlets should be sent together
with the monthly statements to the cardholders. This is highly
recommended because it is not only an effective but also a
cost-saving method.
Three kinds of pamphlets should be designed to attain
the specific promotional goals. Each should have a different
headline followed by details of the newly improved services.
1. To revive/re-establish the awareness of BA Visa among the
existing cardholders
Headline: A New Face- Your Personalized Classic Blue
This is to introduce to the existing cardholders the
customer-oriented services now being offered by EABCC.
2. To increase the number of supplementary cards issued to the
wives
Headline: A Treat for Your Honey- Give Her a Chance to Give You
Big Surprises
Great potential convenience that can be enjoyed by the
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wives should be emphasized in addition to the product features.
The content should also mention that the supplementary cards will
enable the wives to get big presents for their husbands during
special occasions.
3. To increase the number of supplementary cards issued to the
children
Headline: Why Not. Let Your Children Become More Responsible for
Their Spending
This is to promote the concept: By setting a certain
limit on the supplementary cards, the parents can actually build
up discipline in their children's spending habits. Of course,
the newly improved. product features will again be highlighted.
8.3 Student Card
Product features had been improved a great deal in
December last year. Credit limit was raised from HK$2,000 to
HK$3,000 and the card status was upgraded to an international one
with a corresponding increase of annual fee from HK$90 to
HK$120. As a student card is basically an ordinary classic card,
the words Student Card originally printed on an application
form should be crossed out to avoid misunderstandings.
Target Markets
At present, only students from the University of Hong
Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Baptist college
are eligible for applying for a student card. As indicated-in
Section 3.5, the Hong Kong Polytechnic occupies more than one
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third of the overall market size and should also be considered as
a target market. Nevertheless, the primary target market should
be the two universities since their graduates have a greater
earning power than the other two tertiary colleges.
Distribution Channels
It should be ensured that every interested student can
get an application form with minimum effort. Subject to the
approval of the organizations concerned, application forms are
placed in various gathering places within the colleges- library
counters, on-campus canteens, student union offices, college book
stores, photocopy centres and student common rooms.
Promotion
Messages to be Conveyed
Students' common view that purchasing by cash is more
convenient than by credit card should be rectified because it is
the first step required to be accomplished before they can be
persuaded to apply for a.credit card. Therefore, the convenience
aspect is highlighted.
Cash advance for travelling purpose may be stressed as
travelling during summer vacations is growing to be more and more
popular among tertiary students. Repayment can be covered by
governVient grant and loan in the coming academic year..
Status is another message to be conveyed. Credit card,
except a premier one, is no longer a status symbol for the
working people. However, to a student of 21 or 22 years of age,
an international card which requires an annual income of at least
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HK$50,000-still projects a certain status image.
Channels
College newpapers, magazines and journals are
relatively cheap means for achieving a mass communication
objective to inform students the existence of the product.
Advertising stand has been used by Newsweek, Far
Eastern Economic Review, Student Travel Bureau and- other
companies as a place where their salespersons explain product
features and answer enquiries raised by students. It is
especially helpful for promoting credit cards as the students, in
general, are still not familiar with all the facilities provided
by a credit card. Such a stand was set up for four days in the
Baptist College in 1984. Its effectiveness has been shown by the
fact that the largest market penetration (.10.5%) was achieved in
the Baptist College.
A word-of-mouth communication can easily be initiated
among students by a student-solicit-student program. Annual fees
will be refunded for every four successful solicitations. Though
this method is more expensive than giveaways, it is believed to
have greater motivational forces. In addition, a discount system
of group application is set up. A 20% discount of annual fee is
offered to every five joint applications. Through encouraging
group participation, it may create a credit card fashion inside
the campuses.
Follow-up
When a student takes up a full-time job after
graduation, he would probably like his credit limit to be raised
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to meet his needs. At present, a graduated cardholder can
increase his credit limit only if he takes the initiative to call
EABCC. Otherwise,. he has to be contented with the HK$3,000
credit limit. As a result, the cardholder may apply for other
credit cards. To avoid this, a follow-up system should be set
up. In July and August each year, letters are sent to the
graduated cardholders requesting them to send in statements
certifying their salary so that their credit limit can be raised
accordingly.
Frequently, a beautiful marketing plan breaks down at
the level of execution. A tight control system which will be





No one plan can lack a feedback control system that
measures the effectivess of the program. In order to monitor the
implementation of the proposed marketing campaign, a quarterly
check on the progress of the-entire program should be made. The
Marketing Department, which will be responsible for the execution
of the program, should also bear the task of feedback control.
The Marketing personnel must ensure that all segments of the
company involved are making their way through the plan. The
importance of this coordination function cannot be
over-emphasized. Failure in one minor piece of the plan can lead
to breakdown of the entire program.
The results of the marketing campaign should be
measured six months after the program has been implemented. The
best way to assess the effectiveness of the program is to measure
the extent to which the objectives set forth are attained. Top
management must review whether EABCC has achieved an increase of
approximately 1.5% of market share and an increase in the number
of student cardholders to approximately 750. The success of
repositioning BA Visa can only be assessed via qualitative tool
such as a small-scale survey. If all of the three objectives are
met, then management can conclude that the marketing campaign is
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in fact successful up to that particular point in time. However,
if any of the three objectives is not attained, this may imply a
different or modified marketing plan is necessary for the future.
The immediate step management must take is to go on to assess the
achievement of objectives set in the area of product and
promotion.
The following is an example. If EABCC's market share
has only increased by .5% and that an increase in market share of
3% by June 1987 is unlikely, then management may ask: Can it be
due to the fact that potential customers do not feel that
services offered by EABCC are customer-oriented enough? What are
the public's attitudes towards the newly introduced Classic
Blue? Is there any problem with the operation system such that
request for upgrade in credit limit cannot be processed in a
timely manner? Can the credit officers adjust well and work
efficiently with the computerized system? Are the value-added
services not appealing to the potential group? What about the
promotional campaign? Have appropriate messages been delivered
to the appropriate groups? Have the advertisements been
projecting the correct images? What is the advertising recall
rate? Are effective channels being chosen for the
advertisements? What is the response rate on the Take one
program? There are many more questions to be asked by the
management team. The qualitative questions can only be answered
after conducting a small survey on the attitudes and opinions of
the public towards Classic Blue.. Some factors are just
impossible to be assessed directly and can just be interpreted
indirectly. Failure to achieve any other objectives can be
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measured similarly. If the new comers from the non-cardholder
segment and the American Express and/or Diners Club segment are
coming in a ratio sinificantly different from four-to-one, then
each promotional plan unique to the market segment must be
re-evaluated. Management may also question that if modifications
to the product are equally. appealing to all market segments. The
control function is a very complicated process which requires a
lot of management's time and continuous efforts. Once the
problem areas are identified, adjustments have to be made to the
corresponding strategies. For example, if it has been found that
the T.V. advertising recall rate is extremely low such that the
message for the customer-oriented services never get the
attention of the non-cardholders, then some modifications to the
advertisement or even the appointment of a new advertising agency
may be required. In many occasions, objectives must also be
revised because they have been set unattainably high initially.
In sum, the feedback control mechanism involves
constant evaluation of the program and numerous adjustments to
the strategies/tactics. If no more modifications to the plan can
be made, the management should consider revising the objectives




The increasingly intense competition among the nine
Visa banks has caused a serious cardholder erosion problem for
the Card Centre. Major factors contributing to the problem such
as low credit limit, lack of ATM facility and insufficient
promotional budget have been identified.
Though the Card .-,Centre is the sole student Visa card
issuer in the market, the response is far from satisfactory. The
recent upgrading of the card status-to an international one and
increasing the. credit limit to HK$3,000 still cannot help much.
The main reason behind for the failure is too small marketing
effort. Many students are either not aware of the existence of
the product or do not understand the product features clearly.
There are several opportunities that the Card Centre
can take advantage of to tackle the cardholder erosion problem.
To date, no Visa bank can stand out from the others. Therefore,
the Card Centre should establish a unique BA Visa image in the
public's mind. If possible, it should offer higher credit limit,
ATM facility and cancel- the lost/stolen card liability. The
popularity of Visa card both in Hong Kong and abroad are not well
recognized by the people and this should be rectified. Finally,
the profitablility of supplementary cards and the student cards
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have not been fully realized by the Card Centre.
Taking the above opportunities into consideration,
marketing objectives of increasing the market share by 3%,
re-positioning BA Visa and increasing the number of student
cardholders to 1,000 have been set.
The non-cardholders who do not possess any credit cards
are chosen as the primary target market. The secondary and
tertiary target markets are American Express and/or Diners Club
holders and existing BA cardholders respectively.
On the product side, various improvements of the
product features are suggested. For promotion, specific messages
are constructed to cater for the needs of each target market.
While student card is concerned, a much more aggressive
promotional program has been developed to increase students'
awareness and their acceptance of the product.
Finally, a comprehensive control system is designed to
prevent the breakdown of the marketing plan during execution.
It is expected that the whole plan can solve the
cardholder erosion problem and increase the competitiveness of BA
Visa in the marketplace.
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NOTES
1. The full name for. JETCO is Joint Electronic Teller Service
Ltd. It is a company providing integrated ATM network
facility to all its 22 member banks.
2. Based on the research report A Study of the Attitude of
University and Post-Secondary Students towards Credit Card in
Hong Kong done by seven business students of the Chinese
University in 1983.
3. Provided by the. Registrar of the Chinese University for the
academic year 1984-85.
4. Provided by the Registrar of the Baptist College for the
academic year 1984-85.
5. Provided by the. Information and Public Relations Office of the
Hong Kong Polytechnic for the academic year 1984-85.
6. All figures and information are provided by EABCC.
7. The joining fee and annual fee of American Express are HK$25





The whole survey was done in the period from April to
August, 1985. The research method of using questionnaires was
employed. Two types of questionnaires with minor differences
were constructed for the two distinct sample groups: the existing
BA Visa cardholders and the Hong Kong Management Association
(HKMA) members (Appendix 2 3).
To minimize the chance of bias in the research
findings, all BA staff, deliquent, high-balance and closed
accounts were excluded in the BA sample. A simple random sample
consisting of 5,150 BA Visa cardholders and 5,000 HKMA members
was drawn and the corresponding questionnaires were then mailed
to the two groups in June, 1985.
Out of the 3,043 respondents, 1,572 (31%) were BA Visa
cardholders while the remaining 1,471 (29%) were HKMA members.
However, only 2,918 returned questionnaires with 1,529 (31%) BA
Visa cardholders and 1,389 (28%) HKMA members were processed
since those received after July 5, 1985, the pre-set deadline for
accepting the returned questionnaires, were ignored.
Results were tabulated by computer using statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Frequency tables consisting
of the frequency counts of the occurrences of every possible
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response to each question were generated. In addition,
crosstabulations of income, credit limit, payment method,
percentage of card usage- and so on by other factors such as
demographics were also provided. In order to draw a comparison
between BA Visa cardholders and HKMA members, some analyses were
done on the two samples separately. On the other hand, some
analyses required to combine the two samples together to,give a
























a. EastAsiaBankAmericard/Visa東美咭 d. AmericanExpress運通咕b. OtherVisa其他銀行的VISA咭 e. DinersClub大來信用証
c. MasterCard萬事達咭 f. Others(pleasespecify)其他（請註明）
Q4.WhichcarddoyouusemostoftenwhentravellingOUTSIDEOFHONGKONG?當你往外地旅遊或公幹時，那一種信用咭是你最經常使用的？
a. EastAsiaBankAmericard/Visa東美咭 d. AmericanExpress運通咭b. OtherVisa其他銀行的VISA咭 e. DinersClub大來信用証c. MasterCard萬事達咭 f. Others(pleasespecify)其他（請註明）
Q5.Howoftendoyouuseyourcreditcard(s)for businessexpenses?處理業務上的開支，你使用信用咭的情況是怎樣的？
a. Oncea month每月一次 d. Morethan6 timesa month每月六次以上b. 2 to 3 timesa month每月二次或三次 e. Never沒有使用
c. 4 to6 timesa month每月四至六次
Q6.Howmuchdoyouspendoncreditcard(s)eachmonth?你每月使用信用咭的金額是多少？
a. UnderHK$100以下 d. HK$1,001-HK$5,000b. HK$100-HK$500 e. OverHK$5,000以上c. HK$501-HK$1000






Q8.Whendecidingto applyfor a creditcard,howimportantarethefollowingfactors?
當你決定要申請一張信用咭時，你覺得下列各項因素對你有多重要？
a. Accessto AutomaticTellerMachine可用於自動櫃員機b. Convenience方便使用





















a. Yes b. No
Q11.Howdoyouusuallysettle yourcreditcardinvoice?
a. Full Payment b. PartialPayment













































a. Male b. Female
Q18.Marital Status



















































































































美 國 銀 行 東美信用咭中心
Bank of America
East Asia Bank Card Centre
Dear Customer:
Weare conductinga surveyto learnwhichcharacteristicsof a credit cardare importantto you.Pleasetakea fewmomentsto answerthe following
















(If youransweris "no",pleasegoto Q14.)（如果答案是┌沒有┘，請從問題十四開始填答。）
















Q3. If youownVisacard(s), pleasewrite downthe name(s)of the issuingbank.
如果你擁有VISA 咭，請註明所有發咭的銀行名稱。














































2 to 3 times a month






















Q9. Pleaserankthe appealof credit cardfeaturesin their orderof importancefrom1 (mostimportant)to 4 (least important).

















Q11.Whendecidingto applyfor a creditcard,howimportantarethefollowingfactors?
當你決定要申請一張信用咭時，你覺得下列各項因素對你有多重要？
















































a. Mate男 b. Female女
Q15.Marital Status
婚姻狀況










































































It should be noted that the percentages below may not
add up to 100% due to soundings. All percentages are adjusted


































Table 5 Annual Personal Income
(BA Visa Only Vs Two or More Cards,
BA Visa Only Two or More Cards
Under HK$100,000 51.3% 23.4%
HK$100,001- 150,000 19.8 22.1
HK$150,001- 250,000 18.5 26.4
Over HK$250,000 10.5 28.0
Total 100.0% 100.0%
Table 6 Credit Card Expenses
(BA Visa Only Vs Two or More Cards







Table 7 EABCC Credit Limit
(BA Visa Only Vs Two or More Cards)
BA Visa Only Two or More Cards
Under HK$4,000 31.4 18.0
HK$4,000- 7,999 39.9 41.1
HK$8,000- 29,999 26.0 30.7
HK$30,000 or above 2.7 10.3
Total 100.0% 100.0%






The value of the mean.score runs from 1 (most important) to 4
(least important).





HK$30,000 or above 8.1
Tota1 100.0%
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